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TOTAL ABSOLUTE CURVATURE OF ORDER 
k OF IMMERSED SURFACES IN Em

Yong-Soo Pyo

1. Introduction.

S.S.Chem and R.KLLashof ([4]) studied the total absolute curvature 

of immersed manifolds in a hi흥her Euclidean space firstly through 

也巳 L風畐卖서期祁壕 curv^aie. and N퓨弟面打 (岳书七寧我厂湘建!定d=tiiis 

area was contemporary with them.

Late호, many mathematicians studied for the total absolute curvature 

(or total mean curvature) of immersed manifolds (B.Y.Chen, TJ.Willmore, 

KYano and Y.T.Shin etc.).

Let M be an immersed surface in a Euclidean m-space Em- For 

a unit normal vector 0 at 力 in M, the i-th mean curvatures Kt(p,e) 

(i=l,2) of the immersion at (p,e) are defined by

Ki(pte) 늴口祯勿+1허阮)丄

and

K2(p,e)-ki(pfe)-危伍,砂，

where k◎，砂(i—1,2) are the eigenvalues (i.e, prindpal curvatures) 

of the second fundamental form at (p,e) (see El,!]). And 난)e total 

absolute curvatures Z4(k) of order k of M are defined by
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:以1(同=板 I K^p,e) I 0”、dv, i=l,2,

where is the unit normal bundle of M and daA dv is the volume 

element of Bo. We can easily know that TA^X) is the total absolute 

curvature of M.

In this paper, we shall study some properties of the total absolute 

curvatures TAJk) and TA2(k) of order k for some special immersed 

surfaces

2. Flat surfaces in Em

Let M be an imm순！■됸즌d smfam in w 珏裹出dean 陪/王81 建 曲琳济浦钮 

m. We choose a local field of orthonormal frames in Em

such that, restricted to M, the vectore 豹勿 are tangent to M (and,conse

quently, the remaining vectors are normal to M)-

In this paper, we shall make use the following a)nvention on the 

ranges of indices ；

炬 i,j,k，l,…纟 2, 3gr,s，"％m

unless otherwise ststed.

In terms of canonical forms(乳 and the connection forms a>铲 the 

structure equations on the surface M are given as follows ；

如=&d g> +a)=0,
I U J Ij Ji '

d® =E(d.A(o.+fi , n 기 ij ikA kj ij* ij 2 yKi k r

where Qy(resp. denotes the curvature form (resp. curvature tensor) 

on the surface M, Since <or=Q by Cartan's lemma, we may 

write
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%=盛：円，h=h.

Then the Gauss curvature G and the mean curvature a are given 

respectively by

,XJ
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Furthermore, we can choose normal vectors 々绍…,。m at 力 in M 

satisfying the following two equations （⑹，ClOl）；

危伽蓦흐（£+虬）coser,

K"= ? \./P） cosQ,、纟入£妁 
r=3

for any unit normal vector ^=Ecos0rer at pf where X成）is the 
determinant of （h，.

Remark. In [6], Pyo has proved that 入弟0, and a compact sur

face M is homeomorphic to a 2-sphere if ^=0.

In this chapter, we 산lall take a local field of orthonormal frame응 

%，勾,•二 4n satisfying the above equations.

Let M be a compact flat surface in Em, ie, G=人】+&+入3=。. For 

a unit normal vector Scos0r^r at in M, the second mean curvature 

K/：p,e） is given by

K2（P，e）=气仞 co 으 &+入20）cos笹4+入3仞 cos?%

=^）（cos203—cos爷 4）+入血）（8韻5—cos204）.

Therefore, for a positive even integer k, we have
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I K^p,e) I 넌。

=云븝?气仞气(硏q祭* * cos^e^^^cos^do

for nonnegative integers r,s,t，u,v and w such that r+s—k, t+u=r 

and v+w=s. K we put

，「 = (〔v+f w! C2(t+u+v+i+m)w2t+2i+l 2u+2v+21+l、
一 )jTH 嬴5누j+g 1 ~2~ ' 2 )'

where i,l are nonnegative integers such that i+l^w, Cn is the vo・ 

li图既 of mA n-制心专 "z and B is th흐 上(see E&1J1O1). 

then we have

7为2伐)=人緝評-31 K^p,e) I 더cW”

_ 2Cm+2k-3 v k! ▽ (-l)u+vr! s! r
C2k+3 2* r!s! 2」t!u! 이 w! 1u+v,w 시(”尸저3。，dv，

Hence we have the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1. Let M be a compact flat surface in Em and k 

a positive even interger. Then the second total absolute curvature 

泌舟)=%흐 滂晋洁 " 认仞W广dv

for nonnegative integers t,u,v and w such that t+u+v+w=k

And also, we can prove the following theorem because 效=%气 

for a flat surface.

TTieorem 2.2. Let M be a compact flat surface in Em and let 

k be a positive even integer. Then we have
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丁4 ”= 2喝 + 处_3 勺(-1)，" k ! 

f 나。一一&宀 乙 r! j f! u!
顷+3 J r

硫+Jm肇广噸广dv

for nonnegative integers r,s,t and u such that r+s+t+u=k<

Corollary 2.3. Let M be a compact flat surface in Em with 入@=0 

and k a positive even integer. Then we have 

7孔（k）=
y (-l)sk !

B(-
2r+l

2

类F）儿為仞이 v,

where r and s are nonnegative integers such that r+s=k.

3. Pseudo-umbilical surfaces in Em

Let M be a pseudo-umbilical surface in a Euclidean m-space Em. 

Then we can choose a local field of orthonormal frames 宇牙与云m 

defined alon용 M such that e2 are tangent, 言乎…‘歸 are normal 

to M and the i-th mean curvatures (i=l,2) are given by

%(网=耘阀1+虬)cos&T,

K/力粉=，入一2仞COSQ,人£入2之…勿、一2

for a unit normal vector g=^cos9r^r at p in M. Since M is a pseudo- 

umbilical surface, if we take 乌 in the direction of the mean curvature 

vector, then

h3 =h^=a, h：=h： =0 and h：+h：=Q

for r=4,5,…,m, where a is the mean curvature at p ([31).

Theorem 3.1. Let M be a compact pseudo-umbilical surface in 

Em and let k be any positive integer. Then the first total absolute 

curvature ZAJk) of order k is given by
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时蓦實）辭丁 2,財曲

where r is the Gamma function.

Proof. For a unit normal vector e—切cosQ； at pt 

since I K辭） I 능 I 2（虬+& ） cos9r I = a I cos03 I , 

fMak[Jsm-3 I cos93 I daldv 

M끙m LU디: I cos% I kde3]dv 

._Cm+k-3 "T （ 뷰 ） f 니
Ck+1 어石「傷+1）JMadv

（by spherical integration （[8]）.

Remark. From Theorem 3.1, we obtain

7"）=으 上_丄产언、*（丄, since fMa2</v^4n.

And, if the equality sign holds, then M is a 2-sphere in an 

affine 3-space （Cl,Il [11]）.

Theorem 3.2. Let M be a compact pseudo-umbilical surface in 

Era with Xm2=0 and k a positive integer. Then we have

7/舟）=纹끄瓯也** Jmc『dv. 

k! C2k+1

Proof. Since Og 入孫…:N人虹2=。，

K辭）=急。2 0）8籠=气仞cos"%
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for a 辻 normal vector at p. Hence

以2依)=£0卵一3 (产8S%3 da]dv.

By spherical integration ([8]), we have

”疤=븒亍%舟吒琨os0d%]dv

= 뜬§으 2 扃鮮3亟

Remark. For a compact pseudo-umbilical surface in Em with 삼—2=°， 

7为2(1)=쯩= La언V.

by the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, where j(M) is the Euler characteristic 

of M. Since TA2(1)^ Cw _ fi(M) for the sum P(M) of the betti numbers 

of M (see C4,I1), 胸=B00=2. Hence M is a 2-sphere. This is 

consistent with [9丄

For a compact pseudo-umbilical flat surface M in Em with flat 

normal connection, we can choose a local field of orthonormal frames 

"广％ such that

h3 =h3 =h4 =-h4 =a, h3 =1： =h「=0
11 22 11 22 12 12 ij

for 【=5,6,…，彻([3]). For a positive even integer k,

7】4舟)라MaTsm-31 cos203—cos204 \ 머Gdv

타Ma%블쁘 [摭-3＜脳災cos轮兩]dv

=2 쁘产 瑁制 B 琴弩)財用
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for nonnegative integers r,s such that r+s=k And

徵2⑴리1 cos203—cos2G4 I doldv

OCm-l r 
=-- - fMct2(iv £4jtC r

The equality sign holds if and only 迁 M is a Clifford torus, i.e, 

M is the product surface of two plane circles with the same radius 

([3D

Hence we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 3.3. Let M be a compact flat pseudo-umbilical surface 

in Em with Sat normal connection and let k be a positive even 

integer. Then we have

f 1 \一 2Cm 十 2k-3 寸(.1必！ c Z2r-Fl 2s+lx f %, 
吳依)一~荡冨―Ze B (——) fMa^v

for nonnegative integers r,s sudi that r+s=k.
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